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We are now 2G Energy, Inc.
Former 2G CENERGY is now operating under new name

Our German headquarters continues the imple-
mentation of its market strategy to increase the 
effectiveness of the US business. By merging the 
former 2G CENERGY with the production company 
2G Manufacturing into the entity 2G Energy, Inc., 
improved synergies will increase effectiveness of 
the US business. 

In February of 2015, the German parent company, 
2G Energy AG acquired full ownership of the opera-
tional branch 2G CENERGY while the manufacturing 
company “2G Manufacturing” always was a 100% 
daughter of the German parent company. The Feb-
ruary decision was the first big step for 2G to re-
structure the profile for the American Markets and 
to expand the company’s sales base. 

Moving forward, 2G Energy, Inc. takes over all func-
tions and tasks for the US business, including pro-
duction, sales and service. “This step will not only 
bring significant synergy, but will improve the cus-
tomer experience on a one-stop-shop basis. More-
over, we will be more competitive to increase 

 
customers’ benefits.” says Christian Grotholt, 
Co-owner of 2G Energy AG.

Combining all tasks and responsibilities within one 
company will strengthen 2G Energy’s profitability 
and demonstrates the huge investments into the 
American Markets. 

According to 2G Energy AG, the US market should 
develop in the medium term into the largest inter-
national sales market for CHP systems outside Ger-
many. Considerable catch-up demand with regard 
to climate and environment issues and topics exists 
in the USA, for instance.

For this reason, President Barrack Obama’s recent-
ly presented “Clean Power Plan” also targets a sig-
nificant reduction in CO2 emissions from coal power 
plants, which currently generate 39% of electricity 
in the USA. CO2 emissions from such power plants 
are to be reduced by 32% by 2030. This project 
would result in the most stringent climate protec-
tion regulations in the USA to date, feeding through 
to a further considerable increase in the potential 
for the deployment of combined heat and power.

News @ 2G

Aaron Tasin,  
Vice President of Sales 

Aaron Tasin is appointed Vice Presi-
dent of Sales. Aaron brings 15 years 
comprehensive experience in co-

generation and renewable energy, spanning business 
development, project management and service. With 
prior Sales Management positions at Capstone, GE 
Jenbacher and Nixon Energy Solutions, he has a solid 
background in implementing sales distribution strat-
egies in the North American Market, as well as a pro-
found technical knowledge of CHP systems.

Oscar Magdaleno
Product Support Specialist &  
CHP Technician 

Welcome to the team!  Working for 
Power Management Inc. as an EPG 

service technician, Oscar brings extensive knowledge 
in operating, servicing and repairing a variety of pow-
er generating equipment, including MWM and Jen-
bacher. He is a UTI certified motorcycle technician and 
started his career as an automotive technician and in-
staller of wind power systems.

Tony Dawson  
Service Director 

We are happy to announce the ap-
pointment of Tony Dawson as our 
new Service Director. In his new 

role, he will be responsible for the management of ser-
vice contracts, cold installations and commissionings, 
as well as the quality assurance of our customer ser-
vice. With his previous position as a 2G commissioning 
engineer, he his highly acquainted with the 2G engine 
technology and will be a great personal point of con-
tact for our valued customers.

Mitch Lankford 
Service Manager 

Mitch joined 2G in January 2013 as 
Service & Commissioning Manager. 
In his new role, he is responsible for 

customer support, technical issues and warranty pro-
cesses. He schedules maintenance work and works 
closely with our parts & logistics department. Mitch has 
extensive experience in troubleshooting and repairing 
engines and control systems. He holds a degree in ap-
plied sciences for gas & diesel technologies. 

Susan Williams 
Office & Support Services Coordinator 

Susan is the friendly voice you hear when you call our offices and the smiling face you see 
when you visit us. She handles a variety of administrative tasks and is ready to help anytime.

2G TEAM NEWS
Our 2G Team is constantly developing and improving, We proudly announce the recent hires and 
promotions and congratulate our team members for their good work.
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An exicting opportunity
Interview with Paul Glenister CEO of 2G ENERGY, Inc.

In April 2015, Paul Glenister took over the role as 
President and CEO of 2G’s US-subsidiary. 
We are excited to welcome him to the team and we 
interviewed him to find out what to expect for the 
future.

Hi Paul, first of all, welcome to Florida! How did 
your transition from the UK to here go and how 
do you feel in your new role?

Surprisingly well. I have been extremely busy and 
there is a great team here in St. Augustine, so time 
has flown by. I am excited about the opportunity 
and, I believe there is great potential for 2G here. 
Of course, the weather here is a bit different com-
pared to the UK!  

The full acquisition of 2G’s US-subsidiary and the 
latest restructuring, are big steps for the Ger-
man parent company and a strong commitment 
to the American markets. How do you assess the 
market potential for 2G CHP systems? 

This step shows how invested 2G is into the Ameri-
can markets. The US market is anticipated to be the 
largest CHP market for 2G, outside of Germany. I 
see a huge potential for CHP technology and lot of 
suitable applications in all kW ranges. All circum-
stances point in the direction of growth - increasing 
energy prices, governmental support in the form 
of state incentives as well as stricter CO2 emission 
guidelines. We also see more and more Utility com-
panies opening up to implementing CHP systems 
for decentralized and sustainable power supply – a 
business model that is well established in Europe. 

What are the major changes that we have to ex-
pect? What are the big challenges?

First of all we have strengthened our Sales Force 
by bringing our new Vice President of Sales, Aaron 
Tasin, on board. We will benefit greatly from his ex-
tensive knowledge of CHP and this special industry. 
Beyond increasing sales activities, our focus lies on 
the expansion of our service network and our sales 
partners. On the product side, we have plans to ex-
pand the range of units suitable for the 60Hz mar-
ket to provide even better solutions for different 
kinds of applications.

That sounds really interesting. Can you spare 
some more insights on the new product expect-
ed to launch? 

We are currently testing a 2G Micro CHP Unit for the 
American market. The so called “g-box” is a top sell-
er in Germany as it is perfect for applications such 
as hotels and leisure centers. It is a compact 50kW 
unit with minimal installation requirements, so it’s 
really suitable for buildings that can’t offer much 
space. 

If we’re sitting here two years from now cele-
brating what great years it’s been for you in this 
role, what did we achieve together?

Well, of course the accomplishment of our sales 
and service network goals. Increasing focus on the 
South American & Canadian markets is an import-
ant key to that. Besides that, we want to see our 
manufacturing facilities expand. And last but not 
least, have the 2G brand name synonymous with 
CHP in the heads of American engineers.

News @ 2G

1 Click. 2G
Launch of the new 2G website

2G Energy, Inc. is pleased to announce the release 
of our new website with a fresh new look and us-
er-friendly navigation, updated with the latest in-
formation about our products and services.

Click HERE to check it out now!

2G is always dedicated to providing the highest lev-
el of service and our new website benefits our cus-
tomers and partners with easy navigation and high 
functionality.

Our updated product pages contain more detailed 
product information about the kW range of our 
CHP systems, the Natural Gas and biogas line, and 
thermal and electrical efficiencies.

We hope that you will enjoy browsing our new site, 
finding more options and information each time, 
and that it will be yet another tool for strengthening 
our business relations.
                

We are curious about your personal life. What do 
you like to do when you are not working?

I have always enjoyed sport/leisure activities so I 
am planning on making the most of the weather 
and location close to the beach and learn to surf 
and paddle board. Would love to learn to kite surf 
but maybe too old for that! I am also keen on wild-
life, so it is a huge privilege and thrill to see dol-
phins, pelicans, ospreys and even the small lizards 
that seem to be everywhere!

www.2g-energy.com
http://2g-cenergy.com
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Innovation.

Our development is driven by the pleasure and 
power to innovate. These motivate us as a com-
pany and every individual in it.

Sustainable growth is driven by new ideas. That’s 
why we, right from the start, implemented a cul-
ture of ideas, where existing concepts can be chal-
lenged, where good solutions can be improved, and 
everyone’s ideas and suggestions are welcome.

We develop ideas into innovative, marketable prod-
ucts and services that strengthen our position as 
an industry leader. We focus on generating out-
standing benefits for our customers, especially in 
the area of improving the technical and economic 
efficiency of our systems and services.

Reliability.

We say what we think and do what we say. Re-
liability and committed actions are the base for 
long-term customer relationships. 

Our business partners, stockholders and employ-
ees expect us to live up to our word, and we don’t 
disappoint. Authenticity, values, fairness and reli-
ability are the pillars of the 2G spirit and strengthen 
our team collaboration.

Reliability is also key for our technical solutions and 
is reflected in our exemplary system availability and 
outstanding service.  

Efficiency.

The careful handling of our resources is one of 
our highest priorities, and reflects in our actions.
 
 
For us, efficiency stands for highest profitability and 
effectiveness. This means we continuously optimize 
our technical solutions, as well as internal process-
es.

We offer our customers leading efficiencies, long 
product lifetime and the highest availability, as well 
as affordable service costs. We reduce fuel con-
sumption and with it CO2 emissions to make a valu-
able contribution to environmental protection. In 
addition, the efficiency of our processes and struc-
tures as well as the sustainable management of our 
workforce and knowhow ensure the growing suc-
cess of our company.

News @ 2G

Transparency.

Comprehensive transparency builds trust and 
security. This makes us a valuable partner.  

When collaborating with customers and co-work-
ers, we rely on clear, transparent structures and 
comprehensible decisions. 

On the technical side, an innovative monitoring 
system ensures complete documentation of all sys-
tem parameters for installed systems worldwide. 
It guarantees highest system availability of the 2G 
CHP plants, and builds the base for further techni-
cal and economical optimization of the systems.

2G Mission Statement
2G has defined company values.

Our Drive.
We actively create the future of decentralized energy with powerful, resource-saving solutions.  Our highly 
efficient power plants for combined generation of heat and power, as well as our levels of service, are ap-
plauded all over the world and have set new standards in our industry. 

We create lasting value for our customers and stockholders by actively improving environmental condi-
tions for a better future. The successful growth and positive image of our group of companies is our com-
mon achievement, and the result of a close and trusting relationships with our customers.

Our success is based on four principles that we passionately live out every day: Innovation, Reliability, 
Efficiency and Transparency.

http://2g-cenergy.com
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Product & Project news

New project in Germany
2G CHP covers energy needs of entire production 
facility

Cereals are known to be a great supplier of energy 
to our muscles. But, to turn grains into crispy flakes, 
it not only takes a lot of know-how, but one thing 
in particular: energy. The German cereal producer 
“Nordgetreide” now produces their own electricity 
and heat onsite, in a sustainable way. 

Sustainable Energy-Management

Nordgetreide GmbH & Co. KG is a long-standing 
company with 400 employees that produces high-
est quality breakfast cereals for leading compa-
nies in the German food industry. In its location in 
Falkenhagen, a small town about 45 miles west of 
Berlin, the company recently installed a 2G avus 
800 cogeneration system. With an electrical out-
put, rated at 835 kW, the CHP from 2G’s avus se-
ries, covers almost the entire electrical demand of 
the production facility. When running in full load, 
the system produces enough electrical energy to 
supply about 1230 four-person households with a 
year’s worth of electricity. The recovered thermal 

New project in Rhode Island
Ribbon cutting ceremony for 3200kW 2G CHP

On May 28th, the official ribbon cutting ceremony, 
to kick off construction of a new project, was held in 
Johnston, Rhode Island. 

For the “Food Waste to Energy” facility, the custom-
er purchased 2 CHP systems from 2G. An avus 1200 
with an electrical rating of 1200kW/h and an avus 
2000 with an electrical rating of 2000kW/h. They will 
be installed on site in October 2015.

The new facility will use food scraps collected from 
restaurants and food manufacturing plants, which 
will be processed in an anaerobic digester to pro-
duce biogas. The biogas will fuel the two 2G CHP 
Systems to produce electricity and heat. The cap-
tured heat will be fed back to the digester while the 
electricity will be sold into the grid. A SCR system 
(Selective Catalytic Reduction) will be installed to 
comply with Rhode Island’s strict emission laws. 

            

RI passes Food Scrap Bill
As of January 2016 food scraps have to be recycled 

Rhode Island follows its neighbour states Connecti-
cut,  Massachusetts and Vermont and is now the 
fourth state that requires food scraps being reused 
instead of being dumped on a landfill.

The new law will be active as of January 1st, 2016 
and forces businesses that produce more than  
2 tons a week to recycle foods scraps through com-
posting or anaerobic digestion.

This bill is a great victory for Rhode Island in dealing 
with the huge amounts of food waste, in a sustain-
able way. 

But there is room for improvement. Currently the 
law still includes several exemptions such as a “fair 
price” provision that allows institutions to opt out if 
it is cheaper to dispose the food scrap on a landfill. 

Also, only institutions within a 20 mile radius of a 
composting or digester facility have to participate.
The 2-ton-per-week treshold will drop to 1 ton by 
2020.    

energy is used to generate 1322 pounds of steam 
per hour that is utilized in the manufacturing pro-
cess. The avus recovers 3,364,372 BTU/hr of heat.  
That way, Nordgetreide was able to save expenses 
for an additional boiler to prepare hot water.

CHP with steam generator “on-top“

One specialty about this project that needs to be 
highlighted is the way this unit is installed. To reach 
highest sound attenuation, the avus is housed in a 
concrete enclosure. The steam generator is pack-
aged in a container that is installed on top of the 
concrete enclosure. Installing it this way not only 
saved space and time, it also eliminated the need to 
build a separate machine house. 

http://2g-cenergy.com
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geted 1.5 percent. Although there is still a lot to be 
done, this also shows that the goal of reaching the 
1.5 percent target is not implausible.

The report further suggests splitting the 1.5 percent 
and investing 1 percent in clean renewables and 0.5 
percent for energy efficiency investments, as these 
are the only viable options to create a lasting im-
pact.  The report further proved, that these new in-
vestments will generate more jobs than maintain-
ing or expanding current fossil fuel sectors.

With the United States and China together being 
the two leading countries in terms of world ener-
gy consumption (39%) and global carbon emissions 
(43%), these markets deserve major attention in 
terms of projects to control climate change.

Industry News & Events

Clean Energy investments  
benefit country’s economy
Global Green Growth: Clean Energy Industrial In-
vestment and Expanding Job Opportunities

A new study published in April 2015 by the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNI-
DO) and the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI) 
demonstrates that investments in clean energy 
have positive effects on economic developments by 
generating more jobs. 

82 percent of the 45,000 million metric tons of total 
world greenhouse gases were generated by energy 
based sources. According to the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), total emissions will 
need to fall by about 40 percent as of 2030 and by 80 
percent in 2050, to control climate change. To reach 
these goals, countries will need to invest about 1.5 
percent per year of their economy’s GDP in energy 
efficiency and clean renewable energy. 

The “Global Green Growth” report shows that in 
2011 total renewable and energy efficiency invest-
ments were between 0.4 and 0.6 percent of global 
GDP, which equals roughly 30-40 percent of the tar-

2G @ SWANA’S WASTECON
Solid Waste Industry Conference

We will be attending the Wastecon conference in 
Orlando, FL, Gaylord Palms from August 25-27.

We hope that we will see you at our booth #1328 to 
discuss the 2G news with you in person. Our new 
Vice President of Sales, Aaron Tasin will be there to 
answer all your questions.

We also have a great new Product Portfolio bro-
chure that we would love to hand to you in person.
It not only includes an updated product overview, 
better technical information and all our system ef-
ficiencies, it also gives more information about the 
new micro CHP that 2G is about to launch in the US 
market.

Wastecon is the premier solid waste industry-fo-
cused conference with thousands of industry pro-
fessionals. The key focus lies on management of 
compost, recyclables and solid waste.

We are looking forward to welcoming you in our 
homestate Florida in August!

2G Tradeshow Schedule
This year 2G will also attend the following trade-
shows.

Save the date!  
We are looking forward to seeing you there.  

World Energy Engineering Congress 
Sept 30 -Oct. 2, 2015 
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL

NYSERDA CHP Expo 
Sept 9, 2015, 8am - 4pm 
Times Center, Manhatten, NYC, NY 

Source: UNIDO and GGGI (2015). Global Green Growth: Clean 
Energy Industry Investments and Expanding Job Opportunities. 
Volume I: Overall Findings. Vienna and Seoul.

2G - Sustainable Solutions
Comment

CHP technology plays an important role, for both, 
increasing energy efficiency and implementing 
clean renewables. 2G systems reach industry lead-
ing efficiencies. In various biogas projects, they 
have demonstrated energy efficient CHP technolo-
gy powered by renewable, clean biogas. 

Natural Gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel, with 
about 80 percent less CO2 emissions than coal. The 
increased overall efficiency of a CHP plant allows 
highest energy output while reducing the fuel con-
sumption. In addition, 2G offers catalyst and SCR 
systems to meet strictest emission laws.

Visit the 2G Energy Booth @ Wastecon # 1328

http://2g-cenergy.com
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7.

No blood, no tears, but a lot of 
sweat...
... how to transfer a 48,000 pound engine into a 2G 
container.

In June, the 2G Manufacturing team was facing 
a great challenge. For the first time, they had to 
move a 2000kW engine into a 2G container. Al-
though the process is the same as with other en-
gines, the extremly high weight gave that plan new 
dimensions. Over 15 people were involved in the 
process and the 95 degrees of Florida heat wasn’t 
making the job any easier...

      

2G Manufacturing

Getting as close as possible. The truck delivering the engine 
backs up to the container. The crane is in position and ready 
to go.

After unwrapping, the straps for the crane have to be applied. 
First view of that big beautiful engine.

The truck is slowly rolling forward to slide the engine out of 
the load bed. This is takes a lot of fine tuning and patience.

After removing the wood pallett, the engine is ready to be 
moved into the container....

...but first it needs to be turned around. Manpower will do.

Nearly halfway in... the front part of the engine rests on large 
casters, only the back of it is still hanging on the crane.

Step by step the engine gets pushed into the container. The 
2G team makes sure its perfectly aligned.

A come along helps pulling the engine forward and ensures it 
will not move backwards.

It’s done! After 4 hours of sweat and tension, the engine is 
where it belongs. Now it will be part of a perfect 2G CHP sys-
tem and will soon do its job to make the world a little better.

Now the real challenge. How to get it into the container? Slow-
ly and with precision...
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